The following
problem is open: How should one place N points p.,
• • • , pN on the surface of the unit sphere U in E3 (i.e. on x + y + z2 = l)
so that the sum of the distances which they determine is maximal? Many closely related problems have been studied; see for example [l] - [lO] . Here we show that the points must be "well spaced" in the sense that no two can be closer than a distance of 2/3N. In fact, we will show a bit more.
Let \p. -p ,| denote the Euclidean distance between p-and p.. and let C be a circle on U centered at py Clearly fip^) must be at least as large as the average value of fip) on C. Choose spherical coordinates id, <p) so that any point p = ix, y, z) £ U is given by (sin <p sin 6, sin cS cos 6, cos cp). Thus 
-£ c,itisin cß)i+i icos cß -l)kC2n sinA cos> 6 d6.
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Now the integral on the right of (7) is zero unless i and / are both even.
Hence when (p is small, + OicP4). We now replace q by p. , where 2 < i < N, and set 22. = |p, -p.| so (9) becomes (10) A. = Mfl("P<A2 + 0(co4).
Assume now that the sum (4) is maximal. Let s be the number of points p¿ which coincide with p., and let every point on C make the small angle cp with (0, 0, 1). We apply (5), (7), (9), and (10) with g replaced by / (recall (4)), and obtain N, Here G iu) behaves like f-1(ln ln(l/z2))e as 22 approaches 0 from the right.
However, we know of no continuous G fot which (3) implies \p. -p \ 7>> N~ .
